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Abstract This paper investigates the use of time-adaptive self-organizing map (TASOM)-based active contour models (ACMs) for detecting the boundaries of the human eye sclera and tracking its movements in a sequence of images. The task begins with extracting the head boundary based on a skin-color model. Then the eye strip is located with an acceptable accuracy using a morphological method. Eye features such as the iris center or eye corners are detected through the iris edge information. TASOM-based ACM is used to extract the inner boundary of the eye. Finally, by tracking the changes in the neighborhood characteristics of the eye-boundary estimating neurons, the eyes are tracked effectively. The original TASOM algorithm is found to have some weaknesses in this application. These include formation of undesired twists in the neuron chain and holes in the boundary, lengthy chain of neurons, and low speed of the algorithm. These weaknesses are overcome by introducing a new method for ﬁnding the winning neuron, a new deﬁnition for unused neurons, and a new method of feature selection and application to the network. Experimental results show a very good performance for the proposed method in general and a better performance than that of the gradient vector ﬁeld (GVF) snake-based method. 䉷 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Human eye detection; Eye sclera motion tracking; Time-adaptive SOM; TASOM; Active contour modeling; GVF snake



1. Introduction Automatic detection of human face and its components and tracking the component movements is an active research area in machine vision and a major step in many applications such as intelligent man–machine interfaces, driver behavior analysis, human identiﬁcation/identity veriﬁcation, security control, handicap-aiding interfaces, and so on. Among facial features, the eyes play a signiﬁcant role in many applications. Although other facial components such as the mouth, nose, hair line, etc. can also be useful, the eyes provide more signiﬁcant and reliable features and are more often used. Discerning the existence and the location of a face and its components and tracking the component movements are ∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +98 21 66959149; fax: +98 21 66419728.
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important perceptual abilities which humans possess and cannot be easily reproduced and emulated computationally. The main reason for the difﬁculty is the variability and ﬁckleness of the face appearances in images. Usually, lighting conditions are uncontrolled, the existence and number of faces in the image are not known, and the size, pose (rotation in depth), and orientation (rotation in the image plane) of the face are unknown. There are variations due to differences in facial expressions, skin color, and extra features such as glasses, beards, mustaches, etc., that may be present in or absent from the face. These make face detection and tracking a key research challenge, especially in complex backgrounds including multiple moving objects. Due to this great variability, the introduced techniques generally tend to be application dependent and constrained to controlled environments. This paper proposes a new method for human eye detection and tracking in a sequence of images. In general, the task of facial feature extraction can be divided into two stages: the face region estimation stage and the facial feature extraction stage.
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In the proposed method, a supervised pixel-based color classiﬁer is employed to mark all pixels that are within a prespeciﬁed distance of the “skin color” which is computed from a training set of skin patches. Then the method detects the eye strip, as a horizontal rectangle containing the eyes. We use a morphological method for this step. After extracting the eye region, an adaptive template matching process simply ﬁnds the iris region and the iris center. Then, a contour tracking method detects the eye corners via tracking the upper eyelid contours. At this point, the important eye features are extracted. We describe each eye by tracking the inner boundary of the eye surrounded by the iris, and the upper and the lower eyelids. For this purpose, we utilize a time-adaptive self-organizing map (TASOM) -based active contour model (ACM). TASOM is a novel version of the Kohonen self-organizing map (SOM) that can track changes in dynamic environments. To deﬁne a good initial contour for the TASOM-ACM, we propose special seed points in the sclera regions of each eye obtained through the gradient vector ﬁeld (GVF). Circles with speciﬁc radii centered at these points serve as the initial contours for the ACM algorithm. For tracking the eye movements, we propose a hybrid method which combines a TASOM-ACM algorithm and a change management method. In this method, we deﬁne two change models: models for inter-frame changes and models for the changes occurring between corresponding node neighborhoods in consecutive frames. In the ﬁrst model we introduce a criterion called the edge change ratio (ECR), and in the second model, a criterion called the neuron change ratio (NCR). The decision on how to continue tracking is made based on these two criteria. Experimental results show a good precision and robustness for the proposed method. The organization of this paper is as follows. A brief review of related work is given in Section 2. The proposed eye detection process is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the most important features of the eye and their extraction. These features include the iris center, eye corners, and inner boundaries of the eye. We describe the TASOM-based ACM that plays an important role in the proposed model in Section 5. Experimental results are given in Section 6 and, ﬁnally, conclusions appear in Section 7. 2. Related work Detection and tracking of the eyes consist of three major steps: (1) locating the head and the face boundary, (2) detecting the eye strip and extracting eye features from this strip, and (3) tracking the eye components in a sequence of images. A brief review on the methods developed for each step is given in this section. In the earlier attempts, template matching methods were used for face detection [1,2]. However, this method is not robust as it cannot handle variations in the pose, scale, expression, and illumination conditions of faces. Sung and Poggio [3] developed an example-based approach for locating vertical frontal views of human face in complex scenes. In this approach, they model the distribution of human face by means of “face” and



“non-face” images. This method cannot detect faces with nonfrontal orientations. Rowley et al. [4] proposed a face detection method based on neural networks that detects the upright frontal faces. Their trained neural networks could discriminate between face and non-face patterns on a large set of face and non-face images. This system was further developed [5] to detect faces with different orientations. Snake models were used by Lam and Yan [6], Feng and Yuen [7], Waite and Welsh [8], and Nikol et al. for detecting the face boundary. Gunn et al. [9] used outer and inner snake contours to detect head boundary robustly [9]. However, for obtaining good results in boundary detection by snakes, their initial contour position must be close to the target contour. Turk and Pentland [10] applied the principal component analysis method to face detection. This method aims at modeling the distribution of the high-dimensional face space with a lower-dimensional one. Their work was pursued and completed by Moghaddam and Pentland [11]. Linear subspaces are very useful for estimating the distribution of a feature space. Yang et al. [12] developed two methods for using a mixture of linear subspaces for face detection in gray-level images. The ﬁrst method used a mixture of factor analysis to model the distribution and the parameters of the mixture model were estimated by an EM algorithm [13]. The second method used Fisher’s linear discriminant (FLD), where face and nonface images were divided into several sub-classes using Kohonen’s SOM. Both methods used brute force search strategies. One of the most frequently used methods is based on statistical color models that capture variations of different skin colors for face detection [14–21]. Color information constitutes an efﬁcient means of identifying facial areas and speciﬁc facial features . This method was proven to be fast and robust for varying pose faces [22,23]. Usually, the face-like regions are ﬁrstdetected using color information and then other information like geometric knowledge of a face is used for further veriﬁcation. The major disadvantage of skin-color modeling is that color appearance is often unstable due to changes in both background and foreground lighting. After locating the face boundary the eye strip should be detected. This strip that starts from the bottom of the eyebrows and continues to the bottom of the lower eyelids includes the two eyes and their main features such as eyelids, eye corners and so on. The eye strip is usually located based on the anthropological human model. The most common method is using the horizontal and vertical projections [24–27]. Gutta el al. [28] use a different method. Their strategy for eye strip detection learns to label possible facial sites as eye strip using decision trees deﬁned in terms of appropriate features. Detection of the eye features is the step following the eye strip location. Some researchers have used multiscale templates [1] and deformable templates [29] to extract facial features. They designed parametric models for eye templates using circular and parabolic curves. The best ﬁt for these models was found by minimizing an energy function deﬁned in terms of parameters such as the center and radius of the circle and coefﬁcients of the parabola [30–34]. Neural networks constitute another approach for eye feature detection. Balya et al. used a cellular
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neural network to locate eye features precisely [35], Ryu used three MLP networks [36], and Betke employed a self-organized feature map network [37]. Methods used for eye tracking can be classiﬁed as intrusive and non-intrusive. Intrusive eye tracking involves direct interaction with the user, such that the user is required to wear some kind of head-mounted apparatus or to have his head restrained to a certain position. Two main problems with current devices are intrusiveness and expensiveness (related to the need for special hardware and high computational load). Non-intrusive eye tracking does not require the user to directly interact with the eye tracking system when it is in operation, and hence it can be a completely passive measurement device. There are two major approaches to track a moving eye in nonintrusive methods; namely, recognition-based tracking, which is based on object recognition, and motion-based tracking, which relies on motion detection. In the ﬁrst category, such methods as template matching [31,38–41], between-eyes point tracking [42], and neural network and Kalman ﬁltering [43] are used. In Ref. [44], the initial iris position is manually determined and templates are used to track the iris motion. Morimoto et al. [45] have described a system to detect and track pupils using the red-eye effect. Haro et al. [46] have extended this system to detect and track the pupils using a Kalman ﬁlter and probabilistic PCA. In Ref. [47], the eye region and its components are tracked using model-based Kalman ﬁltering. The motion-based approaches can be divided into the opticalﬂow method and the motion-energy method. Sirohey et al. [48] tracked the head and eye components by using normal ﬂow to compute the apparent displacement vectors of the edge pixels.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of skin-color-based face detection method.
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3.1. Face localization The ﬁrst stage in the eye localization is the face boundary detection, which has an important role in the algorithm robustness. The method proposed in this paper starts with determination of an approximate location of the face area by skin-color segmentation. First, a very large number of face skin samples are collected and a statistical model for the skin-color description in chromatic space is built based on these samples. For each sample pixel, the normalized values r and b are calculated by r=



R , (R + G + B)



b=



B , (R + G + B)



(1)



where R, G, and B are the red, green, and blue component values in the range [0,255]. Based on these values, a normal distribution N (m, ) with the following parameters is deﬁned: Mean : m = E{x}, x = (r, b)T , Covariance :



 = E{(x − m)(x − m)T }.



(2)



Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed morphological eye strip detection method.



We deﬁne the following likelihood function to determine whether a given color pixel is in the skin region or not; T −1 P (r, b) = e(x−m)  (x−m)/2 ,



x = (r, b)T .



(3)



This likelihood function maps the similarity between a given pixel color and the face color to a real number. Then by using an adaptive threshold, the proposed algorithm segments regions with the highest similarity to the face color. To do this, we set the threshold level to 0.65 initially and then decrease it to 0.05 in steps of 0.1. At each step, we calculate the area of the segmented region and compare it with that of the previous step. Our desired threshold level is the one belonging to the step in which the difference between two consecutive step areas is minimum. The result is a binary mask that marks the skincolor areas in a given skin image. Necessary post-processing
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Fig. 3. The proposed Structuring Element (SE).



method, we consider the fact that the eyes and their neighbors are the most detailed regions of the human face, and thus they can be recognized via applying the two morphological operators dilation and erosion on the segmented face region, and then subtracting the result from the original face image. Applying an adaptive threshold on the resulting image simply segments the eye regions from other parts of the face. This threshold is also determined by the approach used in the previous section. Fig. 2 illustrates the method. An important part of this method is the selection of an appropriate structuring element (SE) for the morphological operator. If the algorithm can deﬁne an SE with dimensions close to the eye dimensions, appropriate and accurate segmentation will result. The proposed SE is shown in Fig. 3. We developed an algorithm to adaptively specify this SE in the form of an ellipse (approximate shape of the eye), with dimensions close to those of the subject face (Fig. 4). Parameter R is calculated using the minor axis of the best ﬁtting ellipse that describes the face region by Eq. (4). This ellipse is determined through the central moments of the skin color region: R ≈ 0.25 × Length(FaceEllipseMinorAxis).



(4)



4. Eye feature extraction 4.1. Iris center localization



SE



The iris is localized in the detected eye strip in the binary image through template matching via an adaptive half-circle template. The diameter of this half-circle is taken as one-third of the eye width and is thus adaptive to the eye geometry. 4.2. Eye corner detection



Face ellipse minor axis



SE major axis



Fig. 4. Measures for building the structuring element.



operations on the resulting binary mask include noise removal, hole ﬁlling, and the largest skin-color region extraction (Fig. 1). 3.2. Eye strip localization After localizing the face boundary, the algorithm should extract the eye strip. In this study, we propose to use a morphological method for accurate extraction of this strip. In this



After ﬁnding the iris center, eye corner localization is carried out in the gray image. The geometry used in eye corner localization is shown in Fig. 5. The algorithm selects two points on the circular circumference of the iris at angles  from the vertical line. The value of  is selected equal to 80◦ to guarantee the existence of the points A and A . The next target is ﬁnding two points on the upper eyelid. So, the method starts from A and A and moves with a 45◦ angle to ﬁnd the ﬁrst points (B and B ) with a large difference in brightness compared to the previous pixel in the path. The corner detection process is continued from these points by tracking the eyelid edge. To do this, four different masks are used based on the direction of motion. Fig. 6 shows these masks. Suppose the current point is a pixel on curve BC on the upper eyelid (Fig. 5). A 3 × 3 neighborhood corresponding to the upper left mask (Fig. 6) is deﬁned around this point. In this neighborhood, the pixel with minimum intensity is chosen among the labeled pixels in the mask. If the minimum intensity belongs to the point with label “4”, the corner point C is found; otherwise, the algorithm continues the movement toward the pixel with the minimum intensity. To make the corner detection process more robust, we apply the proposed algorithm to two images of the eye. Path AB
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Fig. 5. Paths deﬁned for extracting eye corners.
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Fig. 6. Four different masks for tracking the eyelids.



(or A B ) is found in a blurred image of the eye and path BC (or B C ) is searched for in a sharp version of the eye image. The use of blurred image eliminates the bothersome blood vein and other noises that may exist in the sclera region. The upper eyelid edge adjacent to sclera is signiﬁcantly distinct in gray level from the sclera and blurring the image does not destroy this distinction. The use of a sharp image provides with an increased contrast between the sclera and the eyelid and makes it easier to check for a corner situation. The path ADC (or A D C ) is used when we cannot ﬁnd a good candidate for B (or B ). Although such a situation occurs rarely, but our algorithm can detect and deal with it. We can set a threshold for the length of AB (or A B ) based on the eye strip width, and whenever this threshold is not satisﬁed, it means that the contrast between sclera and upper eyelid is insufﬁcient. So the algorithm will check the ADC path (and A D C ). 4.3. Eye inner boundary detection using a modiﬁed TASOM Sclera is the white region of the eye surrounded by the upper and lower eyelids and contains the iris. In every eye situation, the eye has one or two visible regions of sclera. By specifying the boundary of sclera regions at one or two sides of the iris, the eye components can be speciﬁed very efﬁciently. Our algorithm uses an active contour method for extracting these boundaries in each eye. After determining the iris center position, the GVF of the eye window is computed for the initial point localization



based on the method proposed by Xu and Prince [49]. Xu and Prince introduced a new external force for snakes called the GVF. The ﬁeld is calculated as a diffusion of the gradient vectors of a gray-level or binary edge map. They showed that it allows for ﬂexible initialization of the snake and encourages convergence to the boundary concavities. For this purpose, the negative of GVF is used. The search for initial points starts from two proper points (A and A ) on the iris circle in the direction suggested by GVF vectors until no change occurs in the search path (Figs. 7 and 8). We use these initial points as the centers of the circles considered to be the initial contours. These initial contours converge to sclera boundaries by an ACM method such as the TASOMbased algorithm. 4.3.1. The TASOM-ACM algorithm One of the latest efforts in the class of neural networks used for ACM is an adaptive version of the SOM proposed by Shah-Hosseini and Safabakhsh [50,51] called the TASOM. This method has been used for human lip tracking [52] and human eye inner boundary detection [53], among other applications. The TASOM-based ACM algorithm uses a TASOM network that includes a chain of neurons in its output layer. This chain of neurons may be open or closed, depending on the shape of the object boundary. The boundary of an object is modeled by a sequence of N control points (P1 , P2 , . . . , PN ) and is approximated by the line segments joining the consecutive control points Pj and Pj +1 . For a closed topology of the neuron chain, the line segment between the ﬁrst and the last control points, P1 and PN , is also included. The initial contour is given by the user or an application through selecting a number of control points inside or outside the object boundary. The algorithm uses the initial control points as the initial weight vectors of a TASOM network. Its training data (or feature points) consist of the edge points of the object boundary. Some of these feature points are the desired feature points that the network attempts to model and arrange them topologically. These points are placed on the desired boundary of the object. Other feature points are supplementary and act like an external energy source to increase the speed of the network convergence. Fig. 9 shows these feature points in the right sclera region. At each iteration
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Fig. 7. Initial point localization for the estimated contour initialization.



Fig. 8. Active contour initial point location in the sclera regions.
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Fig. 10. The ﬁrst advantage of unstable neuron removal. (a) Decreasing the distance between the network neurons and the feature points after unstable neuron removal. The three new neurons in the right image (after) are built by interpolation and (b) effect of unstable neuron removal in two eye images. Left: the neurons’ state after completion of the ﬁrst pass of applying feature point, and Right: the neurons’ state before the start of the second pass.



of the main loop, all of these feature points are given to the network. The main loop of TASOM-ACM algorithm consists of the following steps [51]: (1) Weight initialization: for all j , set wj pj . (2) Weight modiﬁcation: weights wj are trained by the TASOM algorithm [50] using the feature points x ∈ {x1 , x2 , . . . , xk }. (3) Contour updating: for all j, we update pj as follows: pj ← pj +



 (wj − pj ), wj − pj 



where  is a scalar quantity and . is the Euclidean distance. (4) Weight updating: for all j , set wj pj .



(5) Neuron addition to or deletion from the TASOM network. (6) Going to step (2) until some stopping criterion is satisﬁed. Each neuron j has two special parameters, closeness ﬂag cf(j ) and inﬂuence radius ir(j ). The closeness ﬂag indicates whether the neuron is close enough to the object boundary; in other words, cf(j ) evaluates True if d(xk , wj ) < wx , where d(., .) is the Euclidean distance function, xk is a feature point, and wx is the desired closeness distance. The inﬂuence radius of a neuron j will have the value rmin or rmax , depending on whether cf(j ) is True or False, respectively. After each complete pass over all the feature points, the control point pj moves with a constant speed  equal to min or max in the direction of the corresponding weight vectors wj . The speed parameter min is used when cf(j ) = True; otherwise, max is used.
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Fig. 11. Unused neuron removal effects. (a) Unstable neuron removal does not permit the neurons fall down from the boundary holes and (b) effect of unstable neuron removal in two eye images (does not permit the neurons fall down from the boundary hole under the iris).



After computing the control point movements, the weight vectors wj are updated by their corresponding control points pj . Then the neurons that have not won any competition during a complete pass over the feature points are identiﬁed and deleted from the network. The closeness of two neurons is controlled by the parameters ϑl and ϑh . Any two close adjacent neurons j and j + 1 are replaced by one neuron if d(wj , wj +1 ) < ϑl , and a new neuron is inserted between any two distant adjacent neurons j and j + 1 if d(wj , wj +1 ) > ϑh . 4.3.2. The algorithm pitfalls and our solutions Experiments with the original algorithm show that several pitfalls might arise in some applications. In this section, we discuss the pitfalls and the proposed changes in the algorithm to avoid them. However, we introduce a deﬁnition ﬁrst. We deﬁne the neurons that are close to the object boundary



(d(xk , wj ) < wx and cf(j ) = True) as stable neurons. A stable neuron is one that has discovered a desired feature point that is on the object boundary. 4.3.2.1. The winning neuron identiﬁcation The ﬁrst change in the original algorithm is introduced in the method of ﬁnding the winning neuron. Any neuron with an inﬂuence radius less than the distance between the current feature point and the neuron weight vector cannot participate in the competition process in the original algorithm. This method attracts the neurons that are far from the current feature point, when closer neurons in the feature point neighborhood are stabled. This pitfall causes a crossing neuron chain that increases the complexity of the algorithm. In our method, the winning neuron is selected as the neuron with the closest weight vector to the current feature point. If this neuron is not stable and the current feature point
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is in its inﬂuence radius, then all desired updates in learning rates, neighborhood functions, weight vectors, control points, and so on are carried out; otherwise, the algorithm continues without any such updates. The pseudocode for our method is shown below: i(xk ) = argmin(d(xk , wj (n))), j = 1, 2, . . . , N If neuron i is not stable and d(xk , wj (i))ir(i) Carry out all the updates Else Fetch next feature point (xk+1 ).
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to the tracking mode and stays in this mode as long as it does not lose the eye feature positions in the current frame. Upon losing the subject position due to sudden changes between two consecutive frames, the algorithm repeats the process of eye localization in the detection mode. The proposed method for tracking the eye irises includes a combination of between-frame change managements and navigation of changes that occur in a speciﬁed neighborhood of the network neurons that estimate the inner boundaries of the eye. 5.1. Between-frame change estimation



4.3.2.2. Effective presentation of the feature points Based on the previous modiﬁcation in the deﬁnition of the winning neuron and the subsequent updating process, the algorithm can now present feature points more effectively. It is not necessary to present to the algorithm a feature point that has a stable neuron adjacent to it, because it will not make any modiﬁcation in the neuron chain weight vectors after the competition stage for that feature point. This feature point is marked with a new ﬂag called the discovered ﬂag (DF). This ﬂag is set to 1 (or True) for feature points that are discovered by a neuron. This modiﬁcation increases the speed of the network convergence since ineffective feature points are not presented in each pass. 4.3.2.3. Unused neuron removal The third modiﬁcation that we propose concerns the rule used for removing the unused neurons. Based on Shah-Hosseini’s deﬁnition [50], an unused neuron is one that has not won any competition during a complete pass over the feature points. We suggest a different definition for these neurons. Based on this deﬁnition, an unused neuron is a neuron that has not become stable during a complete pass over the feature points. These neurons are identiﬁed and deleted from the network. The ﬁrst advantage of removing unstable neurons at the end of each complete pass is decreasing the distance between the network neurons and the feature points close to them. Fig. 10 shows this fact. In this ﬁgure, the green points are the stable neurons, the black points are the edge feature points, and others (red points) are unstable neurons. In the early steps of the next pass, new neurons are inserted between two stable neurons having a distance greater than ϑh . These neurons are closer to the feature points than the removed unused neurons and therefore are more efﬁcient. Another pitfall of the original algorithm is that it does not consider the holes in the object boundary. Existence of holes causes neurons move out to undesired feature points over the object boundary through these holes. As shown in Fig. 11, our deﬁnition of the unused neurons helps the algorithm to remove the neurons that have potential for falling from these holes. 5. Eye movement tracking Fig. 12 shows the overall eye tracking process. As this ﬁgure shows, the proposed algorithm considers two separate modes, namely, the detection and tracking modes. First, the algorithm starts to localize the eye positions in the ﬁrst frame in the detection mode. Starting with the next frame, the algorithm goes



We use the ECR for estimating changes that occur between two consecutive frames. This feature judges about the difference between two frames based on changes in each frame object edges. The ECRn between frames n−1 and n is deﬁned as:   out Xnin Xn−1 ECRn = max , (5) , Pn Pn−1 where Pn is the number of edge pixels in frame n, Xnin is the out is the numnumber of edge pixels input to frame n and Xn−1 ber of edge pixels output from frame n − 1. Suppose that we have two binary images En−1 and En . The input edge pixels (Xnin ) are a portion of edge pixels of image En whose distance from the closest edge pixel of En−1 is at least r pixels. Simout is a portion of edge pixels of image E ilarly, Xn−1 n−1 whose distance from the closest edge pixel of En is at least r pixels. The input edge pixels consist of edges of frame n, which do not exist in frame n−1. Similarly, the output edge pixels include edges of frame n − 1 that do not exist in frame n. The quantity r is a threshold level for image edge changes that determines a measure of the algorithm sensitivity to change detection. In fact, this factor is introduced to consider the movement changes of the image edges that are equal to r pixels. Selecting a high value for this parameter means allowing large movement changes for image parts; and among these changes, the changes that are greater than a speciﬁed threshold are sought. The measure of ECRn is a good approximation of the content changes of the two frames n and n − 1. The measures Xnin out can be obtained using a dilation operator. For this and Xn−1 purpose, the binary image resulting from applying an appropriate edge detection operator is dilated by a suitable SE. The shape of this SE determines the value of parameter r. Negation of the dilated binary image provides an image with white background and black edges. Applying a bit AND Operator between the edge image of frame n and the dilated negated image of frame n − 1 produces an image that contains the output edges of frame n − 1. Similarly, the AND operator edge image of frame n − 1 and the dilated negated image of frame n gives the input edges to frame n. Fig. 13 shows this process. 5.2. Change estimation in the inner boundary estimating network Fig. 14 shows two neural chains that estimate the inner boundaries of an eye. The proposed method for eye tracking in
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Fig. 12. The proposed process for decision making in the tracking stage.
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Fig. 13. The process of extracting items that contribute in the edge change ratio deﬁnition.
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where N is the total number of neurons making the network. Indeed, NCRn indicates the fraction of the network neurons that are absent in the current frame. The value of threshold level  is set to 50 in this study. 5.3. Tracking the inner eye-boundary descriptor



Fig. 14. The neurons of the eye inner boundary networks.



Fig. 15. A 3 × 3 neighborhood around a neuron of the network.



consecutive frames adjusts the positions of the chain’s neurons in the next frames. For this, the algorithm determines which neurons require further adjustment. In each chain, the neurons with similar neighborhoods in two consecutive frames do not need adjustment and those with high differences in their neighborhood between two consecutive frames give the positions of edges that have moved between these frames. The proposed algorithm should update the positions of these neurons in the current frame. For calculating the measure of neighborhood dissimilarity of a neuron between two consecutive frames, the algorithm uses a 3×3 neighborhood around that neuron. Fig. 15 shows the mask for this neighborhood. For each neuron, the brightness levels of each pixel in this neighborhood are stored. The algorithm uses Eq. (6) for calculating the distance of brightness level of pixels in a 3 × 3 neighborhood of neuron i in frames n and n − 1: dneighborhood (i) =



−1 1  



(Fin (x + x, y + y)



x=1 y=−1



− Fin−1 (x + x, y + y))2 ,



(6)



where Fin (x, y) is the value of brightness level of neuron i with coordinate (x, y) in frame n. A neuron with a low value of dneighborhood (less than a threshold limit ) is one that should not be updated. Based on this, some of the previous frame neurons do not exist in the current frame. We call these neurons as the outgoing neurons from frame n − 1 and show them by Nodeout n−1 . Using this quantity, we deﬁne the neuron change ratio as follows: NCRn = (N odeout n−1 /N ) × 100,



(7)



The algorithm now can track the active contours that describe the inner eye boundaries using the given change management parameters. To do this, the between-frame changes are divided into two categories. The ﬁrst category includes major changes that cause the loss of eye positions in the current frame. These changes are caused by high and rapid movements of the subject head or noticeable changes in the contents of frame background (without movements of subject head). The second category consists of minor changes that do not have any effect in the subject eye positions, including unnoticeable changes in position of the iris or small movements of the subject head or even minor changes in the background contents. Changes occurring in the brightness levels of pixels in a 3×3 neighborhood of the network neurons are also categorized into the following three categories: Type 1 or minor changes: If the numbers of neurons that do not need to be updated in their positions in the current frame are greater than or equal to half of the total number of the network neurons for that eye, the occurred changes belong to this category. Type 2 or moderate changes: In this category, almost 90% of the network neurons have lost their correct positions in the current frame, but the overall position of the eye is not lost. Type 3 or signiﬁcant changes: This type of changes leads to losing the overall eye position. Actually, the percentage of network neurons that algorithm has lost is greater than 90%. Figs. 16(a) and (b) show the threshold values for categorization of the overall changes. The level of changes in neuron neighborhood determines whether the algorithm needs to repeat the eye region localization process or not. In the ﬁrst case (requiring re-localization), the between-frame change criterion is used to determine what regions must be sought for the eyes. Low between-frame changes that present the stability of the overall image description among two consecutive frames restrict the search algorithm to the narrow pre-localized eye strip in the subject face. Otherwise, in the state of high betweenframe changes, the algorithm will have to perform a global search for face detection, eye strip localization, and restart the TASOM-based ACM method. Table 1gives the combination of possible changes among consecutive frames in an image sequence. 5.4. Readjustment of the network neurons Some of the network neurons will not give a good and accurate estimation of the eye inner boundary points because of having a high measure of difference in their neighborhood. For updating the networks, the algorithm must readjust their neurons. To do this, we propose a simple method that can
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Fig. 16. Predeﬁned thresholds for (a) inter-frame changes and (b) neighborhood dissimilarity of a neuron between two consecutive frames.



Table 1 Combination of possible changes among consecutive frames in an image sequence ECR Type Type Type Type



2 2 1 1



(high) (high) (low) (low)



NCR



Possible reason



Proposed action



Type 3 (high) Types 1 and 2 (low) Type 3 (high) Types 1 and 2 (low)



Rapid head movements Image background changes Eye blink Noisy eye region Small changes in some element of image



Iris and seed points re-localization Readjustment of network neurons (without the need for re-localization) Iris and seed points re-localization (in the eye strip only) Readjustment of the network neurons (without need for re-localization)



Fig. 17. Readjustment of the network neurons in two consecutive frames after partial changes in iris position or eyelid states. (a) The eye image in frame n − 1 with its network neurons, (b) the eye image in frame n due to a small movement of the iris to the right and the eyelid to the bottom, (c) the eye image in frame n after removing neurons with high differences in their neighborhoods, and (d) the eye image in frame n after adding some interpolated neurons (the arrows show the direction of new neuron movements).



remove neurons with a high neighborhood distance between the last two frames from the network, and then ﬁll the resulting gap with new neurons. After that, the method applies a TASOM-based ACM algorithm to the modiﬁed network and the new neurons converge to their correct positions. The proposed algorithm can be applied for tracking most of the motional changes in eyelids and irises, except for the following two states: (1) When the iris is close to one of the eye corners and only one network exists, the iris will move to the center of the eye in the following frames and the network will divide into two networks. (2) Another change may occur in a reverse manner. The algorithm moves from a state that has two networks to a new state with only one network.



The algorithm can cover these two types of movements as well by using the geometrical features of the eye components. The iris center and eye corner positions in the previous frames and relations between these measures can help the algorithm to estimate them in the next frames. Suppose that there is only one network for each eye in frame (n − 1), as the iris is close to one of the eye corners. Now, if the distance between the iris center and its adjacent corner is greater than r + r in frame n, then the algorithm can conclude that the iris has started moving toward the center of the eye. In this situation, the algorithm will start a search to localize an appropriate seed point to initialize a new network. The value of r is a minimum distance between the iris center and the eye corner for considering a new network and is set to 5 pixels in the implemented algorithm. Similarly,
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Fig. 18. Readjustment of the network neurons in two consecutive frames after changes in iris positions. (a) The eye image in frame n − 1 with its estimating networks, (b) the eye image in frame n due to a movement of the iris to the left of the face, (c) the eye image in frame n after removing neurons with high differences in their neighborhoods, and (d) the eye image in frame n after adding some interpolated neurons (the arrows show the direction of new neuron movements).



Fig. 19. Readjustment of the network neurons in two consecutive frames after changes in iris position from the corner to the center of the eye. (a) The eye image in frame n due to a movement of the iris to the center of the eye, (b) the eye image in frame n after removing neurons with high differences in their neighborhoods and localizing an appropriate seed point in new added region, and (c) the eye image in frame n after adding some interpolated neurons (the arrows show the direction of new neuron movements).



if there exist two networks for each eye in frame (n−1) and the distance between the iris center and its adjacent corner becomes less than r + r, then the iris has started moving toward the eye corner. In this situation, the estimating network of that region will be removed. Figs. 17–19 show this process.



5.5. Search for the iris and seed points In the case that a neuron’s neighborhood changes between two consecutive frames are higher than a threshold, the algorithm will repeat the localization process. Such being the case, the value of between-frame changes has an important role in determination of regions that must be scanned. Low betweenframe changes limit the search region to predeﬁned eye strip, because no major changes occurred in the image and the



algorithm can infer an eye blink with a high probability. With this assumption, if the iris localization process in the eye region does not give a suitable result, the search in the current frame will be suspended and the next frame will be used for decision making. The criterion for success evaluation in iris localization will be the a priori knowledge of the iris positions in the previous frames. After ﬁnding the iris positions, the GVF will be calculated only for the eye strip and the seed points will be localized for initializing the networks. 6. Experimental results Several experiments were carried out to test the reliability of detection and tracking of the inner eye boundaries. Two sets of 5-s sequences were recorded at 25 fps in an uncontrolled environment. The ﬁrst set includes sequences of images taken
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Fig. 20. Segmentation of the skin-color regions. (a) A typical face image, (b) skin-color similarity, (c) adaptive thresholding, (d) noise removal and greatest region extraction and (e) hole ﬁlling.



Fig. 21. Segmentation of the eyes using morphological operators. (a) Face image, (b) face region with blurred edges, (c) face region after applying the “close” operator, (d) result of subtracting (d) from (c), (e) resulting binary image after adaptive thresholding and (f) resulting eye strip.
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from one subject sitting in front of the camera for which the complete algorithm is executed to detect the face boundary, eye strip, eye features, and eye boundary tracking.



Fig. 22. A sample iris template with R = 4.
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The second set includes sequences with only the eye strip of the subject and the test just evaluates the inner eye-boundary tracking algorithm. In the ﬁrst set, we use skin-color segmentation to detect and localize the greatest skin region that is considered as the subject face. Fig. 20 illustrates the results of implementing this method on two input images. The training data set is composed of 4 464 000 skin-color samples that have been extracted from about 120 various images, covering a large range of skin-color appearances (different races and different lighting conditions). The eye strip localization algorithm is applied to the face segmentation results of the previous stage. Fig. 21 shows the results of applying this algorithm to some input images.



Fig. 23. Results of applying the proposed method for iris localization.



Fig. 24. Corner detection results in blurred (left) and sharp (right) images.
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Experiments show that subtracting the morphologically processed image from the original face image creates some edge shadows around the subject face in the resulting image. Blurring the edges of the original face image removes this undesirable side effect.



Table 2 TASOM-based ACM algorithm parameters Parameter



Value



Parameter



ϑh ϑl wx



1 0.2 0.8



max min







0.1







0.9



Value



0.5 0 rmax ∞ 1 rmin Controls how fast the learning rates should follow the normalized learning rate errors Controls how fast the neighborhood widths should follow the normalized neighborhood errors



After localizing the eye strip, the proposed method detects the iris in each eye through template matching. Fig. 22 illustrates a sample template with R = 4 and Fig. 23 presents the results of applying the method for localizing the iris center and estimating the iris circle in several different sample eyes. Fig. 24 shows the results of applying the corner detection method in two versions of an eye image (blurred and sharp images) after the iris circle detection. The eye inner boundaries are detected via implementing the proposed TASOM-based ACM. Our feature points are the edge points of the eyes and the eye components. These edge points are detected by the Canny edge detector. The parameter values used in the TASOM-based ACM algorithm are given in Table 2. Each sclera region adjacent to iris has a separate initial point, and thus a separate contour. From the center of the iris, two separate feature sets are selected for the two contours. These feature points are used to train the network. Fig. 25 shows the intermediate results of the TASOM-based boundary estimation



Fig. 25. Contour formation in the ﬁrst, second and eighth passes over all the feature points. (a) Initial contour of the ﬁrst pass, (b) ﬁnal contour of the ﬁrst pass, (c) initial contour of the second pass, (d) ﬁnal contour of the second pass, (e) initial contour of the eighth pass, and (f) ﬁnal contour of the eighth pass. Note: The initial contour in the second pass is the ﬁnal contour of the ﬁrst pass whose unused neurons are deleted.
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Fig. 26. Inner boundaries of the eye extracted by (a, c) TASOM-based ACM algorithm and (b, d) GVF snakes.



Table 3 The value of correctness measure f for the TASOM-based ACM algorithm and GVF snake



Image set 1 Image set 2



TASOM-ACM



GVF snake



0.89 0.98



0.63 0.87



algorithm. We compare results of the modiﬁed TASOM-based and the GVF snake algorithms. Experiments show that the TASOM-based ACM results are more robust and accurate, especially in the detection of the sclera corners [53]. Fig. 26 illustrates the inner boundaries of the eye extracted by the proposed algorithm and compares them with those extracted through GVF snakes. To compare the two methods, we use the following correctness measure, f: f=



1+







1 all sclera edge points di



,



(8)



where di is the distance between real sclera edge points and the estimated ones. Sum of di over all sclera edge points gives the total error and the coefﬁcient  determines the importance of



Sclera inner boundary estimation Iris Center



Estimated LC to IE Real LC to IE



Estimated RC to IE



Real RC to IE



Fig. 27. Evaluation of parameters left and right corner to iris edge.



this error in our calculation. The value of evaluation parameter f is between 0 and 1 and the maximum value belongs to the ideal results. This parameter is calculated for about 50 images from each of the two test image sets and the results are illustrated in Table 3. In this experiment, the value of  was selected as 0.001.
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0 frames Fig. 28. Diagram of corner-to-iris edge distance parameter for TASOM active contour model for the ﬁrst test set images.
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One of the most important advantages of the TASOM-based ACM is its good convergence speed. The number of feature points in our method is not very large. Indeed, this is an advantage of the method since the contour can reach the desired boundaries very fast, without requiring many feature points. This speeds up the convergence of the algorithm. In addition, our feature points are divided into two categories: the desired and the supplementary feature points. The ﬁnal desired boundaries in addition to the supplementary feature points (edge



points not existing in the desired boundaries), help the network in doing its task. As an example, for the eyes in Fig. 25, after applying eight complete passes over all the feature points, a good boundary estimate results. After detection of the inner eye boundaries, the tracking stage starts. Here, we propose a new method to evaluate our algorithm and compare it to the GVF snakes. In this method, we introduce a parameter called corner to iris edge (brieﬂy C-to-IE). If we draw a straight line from an eye corner to the iris center, this
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line will cross the iris edge at some point. The length of that part of the line that lies between the eye corner and this crosspoint is called the C-to-IE distance. For each of the left and right eye corners, we deﬁne such a parameter getting LC-to-IE and RCto-IE, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 27. In our algorithm, we extract both the real and estimated values of these parameters. Figs. 28 and 29 show two charts that illustrate the values of these parameters obtained for the TASOM-ACM and GVF snake methods, respectively, for a 2-s sequence from the ﬁrst



test set. Figs. 30 and 31 show the same for a sequence from test set 2. As these charts show, the rate of error in results obtained by GVF snakes is high. The major errors in GVF snakes occur when the iris moves toward the corner and covers some parts of the estimated contour. This kind of error is shown by negative values in these charts (it means that the estimated C-to-IE is longer than the real one). In such cases, the GVF snake cannot converge to the real contour; but the concept of unstable neurons introduced in the modiﬁed
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Fig. 32. Relative changes in neuron change ratio (NCR) during a 5-s image sequence from the second image test set.



Fig. 34. Closer views of the eye inner boundaries in several consecutive frames.



Fig. 33. Tracking eye positions in several frames of an image sequence from the ﬁrst set of test images.



TASOM helps it to readjust the network neurons to their correct positions. We also test the tracking algorithm by using the NCR parameter introduced in Section 5.2. Fig. 32 shows the values of this parameter for a 5-s sequence belonging to test set 2. As this diagram shows, the NCR has two maximums in frames 37 and 58 that belong to type 3 NCR (Fig. 16). We assume that in the proposed tracking algorithm such frames are lost frames and count them as failure. By summing these failures for about 20 series of 5-s sequences, we obtain a success rate of about 98.7% for the test set 2. For the ﬁrst test set, we obtain an average accurate result of about 95.5% for the inner eye-boundary tracking. Results obtained for the second test set are more promising. Some of the eye tracking results for the ﬁrst and second test sets are shown in Figs. 33and 35, respectively. Fig. 34 shows more details of images of Fig. 33 in closer views. In some frames, errors occurred due to sudden movements of the subject head, where the algorithm could return to its proper state
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Fig. 35. Tracking eye positions in several frames of an image sequence from the second image set.



in a short period. One of the major advantages of the proposed algorithm is its good tracking speed. Since the number of neurons that make the network of the inner eye boundaries is not considerable (about 200 neurons for a 300×300 image in the ﬁrst group), ﬁnding these neurons in consecutive frames is fulﬁlled very easily and quickly. The relatively sluggish stage of the proposed algorithm is again the stage of constructing the network in consecutive frames when the boundary is temporarily lost. Combining our tracking algorithm with a quick eye detection method produces a real-time algorithm for robust eye tracking. 7. Conclusions This paper proposed a new method for human eye sclera detection and tracking based on a modiﬁed TASOM. The method starts with skin-color segmentation followed by eye strip localization via a novel morphological method. Next, localization of the eye components such as iris, eyelids, and eye corners is carried out. In the next step, the sclera boundary detection, a number of pitfalls were observed in the original TASOM-ACM that were eliminated by introducing several modiﬁcations in it. Experiments show that the results obtained by the modiﬁed



TASOM-ACM in eye sclera detection are more robust than the ones obtained through GVF snakes. The combination of TASOM-based ACM with a change management method can be effectively used to track the boundaries of the sclera at a good convergence speed. A new concept, the neuron change ratio (NCR), was introduced in the change management method. It was experimentally shown that the error rate in sclera tracking in consecutive frames is not considerable. The proposed algorithm along with a fast detection method can be effectively used in real-time applications.
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